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Paper Waste and Printer Reduction
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Jack DeBell - Recycling Development Director
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Student Body
Size

31,861

Calendar
System

Semester
Behavior Change

Audience

All Boulder Campus Faculty & Staff
118 responses

Specific
Behavior for
barriers
analysis

Removing personal printers by promoting Dedicated Desktop Support
(DDS) and networked printers to effectively reduce waste and
increase use of recycled content paper.

Scope/scale
of
behavior/pro
blem (how
much paper
use is this,
what % of
paper use,
etc)

The problems of personal printers’ financial and environmental
impacts compared to available alternatives have been raised for
years by different individuals and concerned departments. CU’s Zero
Waste Sustainability Action Team (ZWSAT) prioritized paper waste
reduction in 2012 by reporting use data and connecting with relevant
departments (Office of Information Technology (OIT), Procurement
Services Center (PSC) and the Environmental Center’s Zero Waste Lab
(ZWL), an applied research program for upper division interns.
Some important findings indicate the scale of problem:

CU prints a lot!
The University creates approx. 100 million copies/prints per year.
35-40% of those are from the Boulder campus. However, the
number of reams of paper has trended downward (52,228 reams
in 2015 versus 49,367 in 2017).

Personal Printers aren’t always using recycled paper.
Whereas recycled paper is used exclusively in DDS and most
networked printers, a significant number of individual departments
are a) still using virgin paper and, b) unaware that 30% post consumer
content (PCC), recycled paper costs 22% less.

Personal Printers Compound Problems with Cartridges
Whereas DDS and Networked printers have toner cartridges
recovered by the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs),
departments purchasing their own cartridges are often unaware of
recovery options. As a result, many cartridges are landfilled or are
recycled along with other materials, compounding sorting problems
with mixed plastic and loose, spilled toner downstream. Those
cartridges that find their way to the recycling center are now being
rejected by remanufacturers and hence are increasingly incinerated,
and at a cost to campus generators like CU, who rarely are told of this
unfavorable disposal practice.

Organizational Structure is Challenging at CU
There is not one central manager of the Faculty and Staff printing
services on campus. However, OIT’s Dedicated Desktop Support
(DDS) service advocates for centrally located department printers,
and helps manage them for departments.
There are many departments on campus that do not have DDS, but
they do have their own IT department.
There are also a number of departments that do not have DDS and
do not have their own IT group. These departments are the most
likely ones that have individual printers. These departments are now
known, are most likely to be “non doers” of preferred alternatives.
and can be approached for further work together.

Have sent
barriers
analysis
spreadsheet
to Root
Solutions

NO - only have Qualtrics output

Results of
barriers
analysis

From Qualtrics results:
Toner and paper
● Most people also not responsible for buying, disposing of,
installing toner cartridges - so for most people anything about
cartridges is not relevant to them; but about 30% do handle
them about 1x per month
● over (though about half were not aware that it is cheaper)
Printing habits
- Most people (74%) reported that they NEVER use a desktop
printer --- the departments using desktop printers are known by
PSC and can be identified for follow-up.
● 93% said they would print about the same if their dept
switched to an MFD
Barriers:
● 46.32% said there were no challenges to using MFD
○ 13% gave “other” reasons
○ 11% did not want to have to wait
○ 10% said privacy was a concern
○ ~7% said it was too far to walk
● About 40% said it was difficult to get information from CU
Boulder about how to use less paper; 5% said extremely difficult
● What would deter you from using MFD?
○ Inconvenient location 30%
○ Paying for each print made 25%
○ Cost to rent equipment 7%
○ Other (most said “n/a” we already do this) - 39%
● What options would support you moving to an MFD (select all)
○ Easily accessible (#1, 40%), better environmental
performance (#2, 25%), competitive cost (#3), donate
to nonprofits (#4)

Severity and importance of problem:
● Importance of paper use compared to other environmental
challenges -- pretty much a bell curve, most people said it was
equally important as other issues
● In a multiple response question asking most important reason(s)
for paper reduction, 60% said that environmental protection
was the most important reason for paper reduction.
● Cost savings was the next most important listed (30%).
● Other reasons include:
○ organization and ease, efficiency
○ having to support fewer printers.
○ access- electronic records are accessible to any person
who has the network access.
○ less storage space taken up by file cabinets
Social acceptability
● Most people said coworkers would approve of using MFD (Only
about 13% said co-workers not likely or not at all likely to
approve)

Planned
and/or
implemente
d
interventions

Working with procurement services and OIT - Identified secure print as
an option
● Can put message on multifunction devices
○ Met with Xerox - DoD uses secure print
● More convenient - send to a printer across campus to your
meeting
● Make graphics about other things: recycling cartridges, use
digital options, use recycled paper
● Emphasize convenience
Had a booth at the campus sustainability summit on April 25
● An information poster was displayed and attended during CU’s
Sustainability Summit, April 25. The 3’x5’ color poster, titled:
“Let’s Turn the Page on Printer and Paper Waste at CU!”, listed
the four winners of $50 bookstore gift certificates, and asked
people to sign-up for e-mail announcements (18 people were
added to the list of 47 who wanted to be kept informed and
were interested in disseminating information to their offices).
Other ideas for interventions:
● Make it easier - can you make the MFDs more accessible?

●
●
●

●
●

●

●

Highlights depts that have already switched successfully to
MFD
Most respondents to survey do not use a desktop printer - need
to find those who do and target them
Message benefits of using MFD ○ address the misperception that they are less secure! Talk
about secure print.
○ Make people aware that schools that use MFD print a
lot less and save $
○ Talk about the environmental benefits - paper, energy,
toner/ink, etc.
Message benefits of using digital tools instead of printing
Identify champions and messengers; pilot departments
○ Commitment campaign: Champion departments willing
to commit to getting rid of their desktop printers?
Request number of desktop printers purchased in 2017 from
Procurement Services and promote that as a baseline to
encourage reductions from.
Make it easier for staff to find information about how they can
use less paper

Lots of suggestions were given for how CU Boulder can reduce paper
use
-

-

-

-

Prevailing themes from survey respondents centered around
need for increased information on alternatives and making
those alternative conveniently accessible.
Specific suggestions from the survey included taking
advantage of staff training offerings to make digital options
more accessible, promoting use of scrap paper.
Assistance from OIT for setting or re-setting default settings to
double-sided printing was also requested in several responses
Ask why some faculty print so much. Consider a separate
study to explore barriers and opportunities for Canvas for
instance.
Provide outreach to and engagement from staff who
purchase paper for departments
- Supplier Showcase table
Staples catalog section

-

-

reward departments that reduce usage the most per
capita at the end of a campaign.
Sustainable CU grants for paperless programs for large
events, CWA.
Create a CU Boulder by the Numbers quick hitter for CU
Boulder Today. Something along the lines of “Did you know
only 52 percent of campus departments use recycled paper,
yet it’s 20% less expensive than virgin? ?” Show the benefits of
30 percent recycled vs. virgin in an inclusive outreach
campaign such as:

Plan for
Resume Team Meetings
implementati
- OIT
on
- PSC
(timeframe,
- ZWL
key
- Invite interested faculty and staff from survey
stakeholders
need to
Brand team identity and message by improving this graphic (JUNE):
coordinate
with,
resources
needed, etc)

Review responses to survey Q10: Q10 - Do you have any suggestions
on how CU-Boulder can reduce paper use? (JUNE)
Conclude Intervention strategy and deliverables (JULY)
-technical
- Review typical difficulties, severaity, and response i.e
-

bad habit of jamming on 2-sided printing
Set default of all printers on campus to double
sided copies

Determine training needs and FAQ for people on how
to set/reset double-sided, set up folders and saved
scanned copies of things rather than printing them,

DocuSign for petitions, online degree planning
worksheets .
-education and outreach (AUGUST)
- Identify, work with department managers and
supervisors in units with high paper use to analyze work
flow and help staff transition to DDS, electronic records

via MFDs, etc

-

Update website:
https://www.colorado.edu/ecenter/zero-waste/wastereduction/paper-and-printer-waste
- Integrate with Green Office Certification training
- policy (SEPTEMBER)
- Project campus-wide impacts of improvements
- Draft campus statement for timed release
-measurement (DECEMBER)
- Follow-up with targeted departments to report increased DDS
use and corresponding increased PCC paper and reduced
cartridges through recycling center.
- Share results with AASHE Cohort and promote
Results or
estimated
results (and
what would

Estimate financial and environmental benefits of full usage of 30%
PCC paper at current 22% lower cost than virgin paper.

be the results Estimate financial and environmental impact of campus-wide
if this were
reductions if applicable departments realized 30% reduction in
scaled
printing from “secure print” function that Xerox, other OEMs offer.
beyond pilot
dept, etc)
Lessons
learned

Printing and Paper Landscape is Now Better Understood
There is a lot of activity with numerous stakeholders. Such as OEM’s
like
Konica Minolta's Clean Planet Program offering cost-free
consumables recycling program that adds zero waste to landfill and
zero incineration.vvhttp://www.myctlportal.com/konica-minolta. Or
Xerox’s MFD promotion with recycle box program for cartridges
offered to individual offices. A better understanding of the multiple
players and what each other’s interests and abilities are opens
opportunities for improvement.
Interdepartmental Teamwork Pays
No one department know everything that is needed for most
effective reform. Sharing information and building connections
among willing staff is necessary. For instance, OIT is regularly
approached for clarification regarding the campus policies and
guidelines for desktop printers vs centrally-located shared
departmental MFDs. It turns out that OIT is in a perfect position to help
influence and/or communicate policy with much of the campus.
There are allies and champions who want to reduce personal printers
According to one University administrator: CU has thousands of these
horrible devices spread across our campuses. It costs more to print on
these small devices (approx.. 4-5 times the amount of electricity as is
required from our large multi-function devices). We also pay for the
toner refills for these small devices whereas if departments are using
our contracts for the large multi-function devices, the toner is already
included in their monthly rental rates.

Successes!

Conclusive Findings
One important success of the project is the amount of information
gathered that can result in improvement. For example:
● There is not one central manager of the Faculty and Staff
printing services on campus

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

However, OIT’s Dedicated Desktop Support (DDS) service
advocates for centrally located department printers, and
helps manage them for departments
There are many departments on campus that do not have
DDS, but they do have their own IT department.
There are departments that do not have DDS and do not have
their own IT group. These departments are the most likely ones
that have individual printers
Departments have to use either Xerox or Konica to rent MFD’s
Small, personal printers can be acquired at the discretion of
the end user
Copy paper for use in any device is mandatory to be
purchased through Staples
Konica, Staples or other firms would also have resources that
may be useful.
It costs more to print on small devices (approx.. 4-5 times the
amount of electricity as is required from our large multi-function
devices). CU also pays for the toner refills for these small
devices (compounding proper disposal),whereas if
departments are using campus contracts for the large multifunction devices, the toner is already included in their monthly
rental rates.

Waste Reduction Team established. Extended Product Responsibility
Confirmed. Core of interested 47 staff members recruited: “We all
have a role”
OEM’s (i.e.Xerox, Konica-Minolta) can:
Be involved in front end networked opportunities for advising staff
(rightsizing equipment, default settings, green reminder labels on
machines, etc
Other notes
Submit Team report and recommendations to Kelly Fox/Merna Jacobson as
Efficiency Project idea. Envt’l Campaign for Top-down ask.
Comments to date on the survey and campaign planning
- This is a GREAT project!
- “I’m not sure how to get to these folks and change their behavior, but maybe
that’s where the Env. Ctr. come in to play in a big way”
- “Great timing on this!”

-

We're going paperless in our office. It was challenging at first but we're loving it
now.
It would be a huge culture change to tackle this issue. It sure would be nice
to use the technology the department spent so much money setting up.
Encourage older staff not to print emails

Information compiled by student researchers and sample graphics compiled and
created:
General Facts:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Each year, more than 2 billion books, 350 million magazines, and 24 billion
newspapers are published (Frequent Questions | Paper Recycling | US EPA).
According to the recyclopedia data, each person uses about 749 pounds of
paper each year in the United States.
To make paper, we cut down 4 billion trees around the world each year,
which accounts for 35% of the total trees cut around the world (Paper Chase
| Ecology Global NetworkEcology Global Network).
In fact, paper is the third or fourth largest source of industrial greenhouse gas
emissions in most developed countries.
Only 66% of paper was recycled in 2011 plus more on the recycling process
43% of CU waste diverted to recycling. Goal of 90% by 2020

Sourcing Impacts:
●
●
●
●

More than 20 million trees are consumed for printing books, and about 95
million trees are consumed for newspapers, every year.
Over 40% of the total global industrial wood harvest is used to make paper.
Deforestation is the source of 25% of human-caused greenhouse gas
emissions.
Paper accounts for more than half of all recyclables collected in the US, by
weight. About 44 million tons of paper and paperboard were recovered in
2012—a recycling rate of about 65% (Municipal Solid Waste in the United
States: 2012 Facts and Figures).

Production Impacts:
●
●
●
●

The paper industry is responsible for 9% of the total emissions of carbon dioxide
from manufacturing industries.
The paper and pulp industry is the 4th largest emitter of greenhouse gases
among U.S. manufacturing industries.
Recycled paper reduces air pollution by 74% and water pollution by 35%
Demand for paper increases prices of other wood products (i.e. houses).
Especially relevant with hurricane rebuilding efforts. Bigger issue: Climate
Change.

Disposal Impacts:
●
●

Paper makes up 26% of landfills. Degradation produces methane, a
greenhouse gas with 23 times the heat trapping capacity of carbon dioxide.
(EPA.gov)
Landfills are the source of 34% of methane released—the single largest source
in the U.S.

Future Expectations:
●
●
●

China to increase imports of timber and forest products by 30% by 2025 (4%
annually)
India importing (+2-12% annually) due to local shortages.
Cardboard recycling plants overtaking Paper plants due to fall in newspaper
consumption and increased rates of online shopping

Key strategies for promoting behavioral change in paper reduction:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Providing Information and Outreach
Giving Feedback
Offering Rewards and Incentives
Changing Defaults, Nudging Choice, and Enabling Adaptive Comfort
Gaining Commitment
Tapping into Social Norms
Social Marketing in Communities
Responding to an Urgent Situation.

Action plan for behavior change: The rules, roles, and tools method
Rules: What are the policies, procedures, and norms that support the present
behaviors and the principles that apply to changing those rules?
Roles: What/whose behavior matters with regard to that problem? What needs to
change?
Tools: What technologies, processes, and systems are in place or needed to support
desired behavior changes and outcomes?
Sources Referenced for Factual Data:
https://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/06/f16/change_performance.pdf
http://wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/deforestation/
http://fairreporters.net/science/benefits-of-reducing-paper-use/
http://environmentalprofessionalsnetwork.com/the-environmental-impacts-of-usingpaper/

-

●
-

